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This issue has been edited and 
published by me, Walt Willis, of 
170 Upper NewtownardsRd,Belfast, 
N.Ireland, in an attempt to en
courage fandom to face the grin- 
fact that I'm not dead, and to try 
out an idea for using vertical in
terlineations in page format. In 
the continued absence of SLANT,due 
partly to an illness in the spring 
and partly to the reluctance of 
this typer to cut a good enough 
stencil, some SLANT subbers are 
receiving the compliment of being 
sent this less formal zag in the 
hope they will appreciate its in
effable beauty. If not please re
turn it undesecrated for restor
ation of sub credit.
The better part of this issue is, 
like its author, devoted to Bea 
Mahaffey;or at least to her epic
making trip round Ireland. At about 
6.30pm, Eastern Standard Time, on 
Wednesday the 13th May she boarded 
a TWA Constellation at New York 
Airport for the 3000 mile flight 
to Shannon, or. the West Coast of 
Ireland. Almost a whole day earl
ier Madeleine and I had left Bel
fast in an Bhp car to meet her."We 
drove or. round the West,North and 
Eastern coasts of Ireland, picking 
un James White in Donegal town, 
and spending a couple of days in 
Belfast before sailing for Rugland 
and the Convention.
While Bea was still in Europe... 
steaming up the Rhine instead of 
James' glasses...! asked him to 
make a” few notes of anything he 
remembered about the trip in case 
we might write a report about it. 
But when he brought’up the.notes, 
all 14000 words of them, I real
ised he had put his heart into the 
work. There was nothing fox’ me to 
add, all my internal organs being 
spoken for, or at least nothingto 
justify adding mynane to his. All 
I have to do is publish the Work, 
hoping you'll enjoy for its own. 
sake this roving chronicle of the 
Ascent of Errigal, the Weird Sha
dow Over Portballintrae etc. And 
to write a prologue to this fart- 
log.

bx
JAMES WHITE

introduced by WALT WILLIS
Stopping only for the usual reasons, and to send a 
postcard to Robert Bloch from Birr, Co.Offaly, read
ing simply "It's cold", Madeleine and I arrived in 
Limerick by nightfall. Next morning, haring bou^it • p 
some postcards for Bea to send to her limerick col-. 
lecting friends, we set out for the airport.

\'e were a little late because I'd had trouble man- 
eouvering the car safely out of the hotel garage-— 
I'd only just learned to drive and the car belonged 
to my father-in-law who knows the history of every 
tiny scratch on the paintwoik and keens over them 
individually every night---- but we arrived in time.
Only to find that my balefol influence over all forms 
of American public transport extends to their trans
atlantic airlines—Bea's plane would be tvo hours 
late. I went back to paik the car properly in case one 
of the big ones ran over it, and we hung about hoping 
desperately that the weather would clear so ‘that Bea 
would have a good first view of Ireland and that we'd 
be able to see her plane coming in. At about one o'
clock, as we were scanning the sky keenly towards the 
West, a fitfol sun came out and an aircraft landed 
from the direction of Constantinople. On the distant 
tamac an apparently endless stream of people gat out 
of the Consternation, as from a taxi in an early Hack 
Sennett comedy, but none of than lookedlikeBea though 
we waved at everyone just in case.Even when she came 
into the arrival lounge I didn't recognise her. Sho 
had changed. She was wearing a blue costume instead of 
the black dress she'd worn in Chicago. Also she had 
put her hair up and was wearing glasses. Furth emo re 
she had an American accent I'm sure shG- didn't have 
the last time I was talking to her. But it was Bea 
all ri^it—I recognised the little mannerism she has 
of extending her left hand daintily in front of her 
palm upwards as if she were patting a very large dog 
or gently repulsing the advances of a very small fan.



THROUGH DARKEST IRELAND CARRYING
A TORCH FOR BEA MAHAFFEY

Over coffee we talked, nervously in the atmosphere of tension that pervades airports
and railway stations—people feel they are missing something all the time—and 'then 
we led the way to the car, warning Bea not to trip over it. I drove assuredly along 
the broad concrete road and past a notice marked ALL VEHICLES TURN LEFT AND STOP. 
Unaccustomed to being a vdiicle or to obeying notices for which there seaned no ob
vious reason I kept right and went straight on. There was a frenzied wail .and a Cus
toms policeman dashed out of his hut like a sabre-toothed tiger out of its cave, I 
stopped the car, switched off the engine, and listened miserably to his stern repr
oaches. Useless, I thought to myself, to explain to Bea that this little comer of 
easygoing Ireland must have been contaminated by foreign efficisicy seeping from the 
airport—she must be terribly disappointed. However as we drove off again Bec., always 
the soul of tact, said happily, "He was MUCH nicer ihan a Chicago policeman."

A
.steak in the country

Things hadn’t gone very wrell so far, but the sun came out as we neared Ennis, Co. 
Clare, and we thought we might have a picnic. We bought a couple of pounds of steak 
in Ennis and stopped at the entrance to the grounds of Loughcultra Castle e, few mile: 
further on. I got out the primus stove and started to light it. Ten minutes and 
twenty matches later I declared that the resources of modern science had been def
eated, and began to gather wood. I had a nice fire going and the tender premise of 
steak was beginning to pervade the air, when it started to rain. Almost immediately 
afterwards it began to pour. The fire was obviously losing ground. We put every
thing ba.dk in the car except the fire and the steal:, donned raincoats, and sallied 
forth again to fight for our existence like primaeval man. Madeleine cooked, I prow
led about looking for diy ftiel, and Bea crouched gallantly on the grass holding an 
umbrella over the fire. Well, I thought ruefully, at least it must be a change from 
New Yoifc.

However she seemed to enjoy the experience nearly as much as the steak, end we set 
off again. It was really raining now, with a determination worthy of a better cause. 
Nothing was to be seen but an occasional! picturesque ruin by the side of the wd, 
bi th vague memories of a hastily leafed—through guidebook, we no thorn tatnvply ident
ified as gazebos all the ones that weren't big enough to be monasteries or castles, 
until Bea was tactless enough to ask what a gazebo was. After that we merely pointed 
then out as picturesque ruined Things.

from Galway we took the road into the wilds of Connemara, through Ou^iterarci and 
Maam Cross, and at Recess branched off on the mountain road by Lough Ina^i to ]£yle~ 
more. It was not a good road, even by Irish standards, though sometimes we hit up to 
20mph. Many of the most scenic roads in Ireland are like this, and I suspect it’s a 
deliberate policy of the Irish Tourist Board's. Ireland is a smal1 countiy and they jO



have to spin it out.
'The clouds were lifting how, and we ooule. see th’© lower slopes of the mountains 

towering dramatically into the mist. About nine o'clock we reached Eylemore, a. faery- 
like Gothic castle on the brink of a sheltered little lake. (The grounds also include 
two more lakes, a mountain range, and several hundred acres of woods.) I slowed the 
car on the entrance drive at the point vhere you see between the trees 'the castle 
mirrored in the lake and, just as I'd been subconsciously blaming myself for the 
rain, took as much pride in the fabulous thing as if I'd built it myself. I'd wanted 
to get Bea here for the first night after her long and hectic journey because it's 
the most restful as well as one of the most beautiful. places in Ireland. Admittedly 
the bus from Galway now passes the gatelodge twice a week instead of once, but in 
spite'-of- this hectic onrush of civilisation the people seam to have all the time in 
the world. As we waited for them in the huge panelled entrance hall with its great 
oak staircase and,, gallery it occurred to us, being fans, vh.it' a vjonderfl.il place it 
vrould be for a conventions and after we’d been shorn to our rooms Bea called us de
lightedly down the corridor to look at hers. "Look," she said, pointing into the 
enormous interior, "Jbur beds!" It was the clincher, We decided to start a campaign 
for Kylemore in ' 54 and next morning sent poctsarcds to Tucker and Bloch pointing 
out among other things that they hadn't really lived until they'd dropped bags of 
hot water from a battian ent.

But I'd better get on if you're to meet Janes on page 5« Actually nothing much hap
pened during the next two days except that we had a lot of fun and saw a lot of sce
nery. t/e toured through Leenane, 'Westport, Catlebar, Ballina, Sligo (with a detour 
to Lough Gill to show Bea the Lake Isle of Innisfree), Bundoran and Ballyshannon, 
and at noon on Sunday we were parked in the market square of Donegal Tovei looking 
out for James' bus.

ihile we're waiting for him maybe I'd better explain a couple of the allusions in 
his report.

first, all this talk about people trying to poison him doesn't mean that he’s got 
a persecution complex. The fact is that many years ago in an over enthusiastic en
deavour to emulate. H.GjVjclls Jhe, acquired a mild form of diabetes. The result is that 
sugar doesn't agree with him. As Bob explained it once, soon after James takes sugar 
his temperature drops and he gets stiff all over. This is known as rigor mortis.

H
e thought it 

w
as 

a M
odel 

Tea Ford

‘Thon there’s the reference to the 'guilty secret' under the bonnet of our car* I 
should explain that the designers of the Morris Minor Car have in their infinite . 
wisdom provided a space among the intricacies of the engine just large enough to 
accommodate a tear-kettle. However surprisingly®^eople know what this space is for. 
This ignorance of the finer points of automobile design extends to the garage atten
dant in Gollooney, Co.Sligo, vhere we stopped for oil. The youth opened the bonnet 
and stood for a moment transfixed with astonishment. You could see him reviewing in 
his mind all his knowledge of the various types of internal combustion engine and 
associated machinery. This .apparatus did not seem to be connected to anything., but 
he thoughu he knew what it was. Coming to a decision he sidled round to my window 
ana cropped his voice confidentially. "Do you know, " he asked tactfully,""that you 
have a kettle underneath your carburettor?"

Yes, I admitted with marly frankness, "I do"? and drove off amid giggles and a 
flooc of jokes about mavericks, stray kettle, and steering.

But here is James now....

vjonderfl.il


Unlike seme people, busses don't break down under me, so I arrived, in Donegal Tow ।
exactly on time. It was raining heavily, which wasn't surprising as according to 
the has conductor it always rains in Donegal Tow. I allotted vith a splash and 
looked around quickly for a maroon Mortis Minor N0.MZ5975 before the rain mined 
the refractive properties of my glasses. I saw one. Madeleine was stalling beside 
it, holding the door open with one hand and an umbrella up with the other and ur
ging me to get in quick before she drowned. I didn't want to drown either, so I 
sprinted towards the car, slung my stuff in ahead of me, and dived neatly after it 
Doors slammed, engines reweu, homs tooted, and we started off with a jerk. {-I re
sent that last wrd, whether it refers tc me or my driving. —WAW)-

After the two of us in the back seat untangled ourselves I took a look at Miss 
Mahaffey. I saw dark hair framing a rather blurred face with three or four nice 
dark brow eyes. She was rubbing gently at the ankle on which I had landed with 
my chin. I held out a hand and said "Pleased to meet you." She did likewise and 
said "Likewise." Her voice reminded me of the Boston. Symphony wr.ririr.g UVCX ilxv 
Overture to Romeo and Juliet—and remember, the car' hadn't gpt a radio.

Some time later, after she had managed to pull her hand free and counted her 
fingers, I thou^it maybe it would be a good idea if I wiped my glasses. I did, 
and took another look at Miss Mahaffey.

Wow!

In thiis country, 
v;ie pros_ride in the 

back seats.

Just then Walter, who was up front with Madeleine, introduced us formally. He 
said, with typical old-world courtesy, "James, this is Bea. Bea, 'That's James," 
adding by way of helping to break the ice that OTHER WORLDS was now paying a 
word. I reeled my tongue in and told him. we'd already met but that I didn't mind 
shaking hands again. Then I enquired politely atout the journey from Shannon Air
port. As I remember, the way I phrased it was, "Wiy aren't you all lying dead in 
a ditch?"

I gathered that the fair face of Irelanu. had beai wringing wet most of the way 
from Shannon and that the only thing that had kept Bea from catch ing the first 
plane homewards was the prospect of meeting me. It scans he had told her I could 
control the weather—apparently reasoning that if I ooulu sell one of my stories 
to ASF I could do anything-—and that there was bound to be sunshine vhen I joined 
the party. He wanted me to start working on it ri^itaway.

First I tried the sunshine of my mile bit this, Bea informed me, was not quite 
what she had had in mind. She wanted to photograph a thatched cottage, and for -that 
she required a sun, a blue sky, and a few alto-cumulous arranged artistically for 
effect. A girl of simple tastes I thought, little knowing what was to follow, and 
I directed my attention to the weather.

The rain stopped and the sun dried the water off the road. It got so warm that 
Walter had to open the windows. There was some cirro-stratus among the alto-cumu?- 
ous in the sky, but 1 don't think anyone noticed it. After making sure the sunshine^ 
*"The Scavengers", ASF Oct *5} - ’ ■■ ' ' ' '



I w
ish this car had a gear for sidew

ays
would stay put, I lay back in my seat and. just enjoyed, the beautiful sceneiy, talk-[ 
ing tc it about word-rates, Robert Bloch, and. the sceneiy outside the car.

‘There was some language difficulty at first, 'but once I understood the distinct
ion between 'cute', 'real cute'George' ana 'George all the way' it ceased to be a: 
problem. It was a vexy beautiful section of countiy we were driving through, and j j 
every lake, mountain or wave-lashed headland was givai a high George rating by Bea. ■ 
there was a blurb three paragraphs long by the Irish Tourist Association about Don— । 
egal Bay which she neatly condensed to 'real George' and still made it sound worth' ! 
coming three thousand miles to see But somehow I got the impression that she was j 
a little disappointed—-I coulcnrt produce a thatched cottage which measured up to j 
her specifications. I pointed out that the Donegal County Council were inclined to : 
fro .n on thatched cottages nowadays..birds ne' -ted in them and thqy were in oonstani ; 
need of repair . . so they were bury replacing the thatch with horribly modern
istic roof tiles. I tried very hard to soil her on the new look in cottages, but 
as far as she was concerned, tiled coi i,agos just weron' <; George, Sue was very nice 
about it though, she to.ld me not to wuriy and she wasn't n'iami ig mo personally, 

and she patted me on the head.
Just about then somebody began to sing—me, I think-—and we all joined in. 

The song was :I Want To ESA. Near You' and nobody knew all the wo .'ds except Walter, 
and he only knew the French version, so it was a rather interesting choral arrange
ment. Bea kept watching Walter with a sort of horrible fascination—-i c was the 
first time she'd heal’d a song sung in French with an Irish accent. The noise was 
monstrous, and lasted until we pulled into some town or other for lunch.

There were no fans in that town, at least nobody noticed the s-f mags propped up j 
in the car's windows. luring lunch I tau^it Bea a mattering of Gaelic and Russian. 
Mostly the words for 'yes' and 'no'. Sb*3 alreaay knew these words in English, 
French, German,- Italian, .and Spanish, having learned them for her trip around 
Europe, but de Camp hadn't told her how to deal, with Tri shmen or Russian spies. 
(Bea by this time knew all about the incident in the London Underground during 
which Evelyn Smith was accused of being a foreign agent.) Before the mead was fin
ished Miss Mahaffey had said 'Noi' to me three times in German, once in Spanish, 
and seven times in Gaelic.
ill I wanted was a lock of her hair.
Of course 1 hadn't got scissors with me, but I could easily have pulled sone out 

if she'd only have let me. I'm stronger than I look. I think she was just nlaying > 
hard to get.

Half an hour out of town Walter discovered that his tanks were alinopt aipty. We 
sll lifted our incredulous eyebrows at each other ana said 'Hah'' But he was serious 
and began consulting maps. In an aside to Bea he told her that he was looking for a' = 
'Filling Station' to get some 'Gasoline'•(Walter has been to America). Bea, in an ■ 
aside to me, said. "He’s looking for a 'Garage' to get some more 'Petrol." (Bea gpe^ 
to a lot of trouble to learn the language of the natives). I told Madeleine that 
the vehicle required a farther supply of reaction mass in order to continue its 
journey.(I am a maaber of tire British Interplanetary Society), Madeleine relayed 
this to Walter, and Walter said, "Luh-b.-h???"

After we'd found a garage, and somehow kept the attendant from uncovering our 
guilty secret concealed under the bonnet while we were being refueled, Walter con
sulted a few more maps and told us he was taking us towards a breath-teking vista 
on the north west coast of Donegal. Off we went again.

We were travelling through wild, rugged country now. The sceneiy was real George, I 
but the surface of the roads wasn't even cute, and they climbed and twisted all '/ 
over the place. We were going fairly fast, and every time we turned a comer, Bea -O! 



and. I -would, be plastered against one of the inner walls, Walter seemed to take a ! ! 
fiendish delimit in throwing us together at all the sharp comers. I was delighted,; 
too. Once I was flung violently into Bea’s side of the car when we were on a per- ‘ i 
fectly straight section of roadway, and I had to talk about Newton's Third Lav/ for i 
about ten minutes to convince her that I was a perfect gentleman. After that we 
murdered 'Frankie and Johnny' until the neighbourhood of the breath-taking vista ; 
was reached.

This vista, we were informed by Walter, could only be seen properly from the top i 
of the small mountain ahead of us which overlooked the sea. There was a sort of 
fishing village built on the lower slopes of this mountain, and we parked the car j 
here. After piling rocks against the back of it to keep it from sliding into the । =
sea, we started climbing. i^1

It was a fairly easy climb----- there were stretches when the precipices were sev- ! ~
eral degrees from the vertical-----but Bea was handicapped somewhat by high heels
and a pencil skirt. I had to help her over the difficult spots . . There were 
difficult stretches of cliff. It was great fun-----a person hasn’t really lived fc* |
until he's helped Bea Mahaffey climb a mountain. p

When we reached the top, the vista was everything that Walter had. said it would 
be, and more. It was George all the way. Its breath-taking qualities were helped 
considerably by an invigorating breeze which blew in from the sea. Occasionally 3

this breeze would die down to a mere forty-miles-per-hour zephyr, and when one of 3 
these lulls occurred, we took shelter in a nearby hollow to try to take our °
breaths back off the vista. The hollow was carpeted with a rare form of white 
heather, which costs a fortune back in civilization, and was as comfortable as any p
fakir's bed. We lay for a while just soaking in the sunli^it and listening to the 
wind howling by above our heads, and talking mostly about Robert Bloch, but not i
for publication. After a while I said a few appropriate words to Bea and presented j
her with a bouquet of wildflowers, with instructions to stick than in her hair 
and save one for her mouth to give it a sort of exotic touch as I wanted to take a > - 
photograph. I then climbed out of the hollow and took two photographs, virile I was j “ 
doing this Bea took one of me standing on top of a rode taking her. She later ex- 
plained that she'd hoped to get an action shot of me being blown into the bay cy 
the gale, and that -that would have been even better than a thatched cottage. But I 
didn't get blown more than a few yards, so I fooled her. A few minutes later we << 
tore ourselves and our clothes away from the heather-covered mountaintop and head- o 
ed back towards the car. ' o

A person hasn't really lived until he's helped Bea Mahaffey down off a 1
mountain. Io

Later, in the car, Walter told us that we hadn't seen nor done nuthin' yet. That I. 
that mole-hill back there was merely an appetizer for the RIAL job. He was, he 1 ~ 
announced with an imaginary flourish of trumpets, taking us to Mount Errigall The 
second, (by a few yards) highest mountain in Ireland. As we were all expected to 
climb it, Walter and I began talking shop.

Experienced mountain-climbers that we are, we realised that Bea might be in need 
of some helpful advice and encouragement, so we discussed the many ways used to 
negotiate a glacier, as well as first aid measures and how to keep the rope from 
jiggliog when somebody fell off. We also touched upon the egoboo which would 
accrue to trie person who got herself a nice romantic unmarked grave in some 

foreign strand. But Bea seemed strangely unmoved, by the thought of an unmarked 
grave, and as Emgal loomed ever higher and closer above us, she become actively ! 
disinterested. I even off erred to carry her oxygen tanks, but she declined polite- \~7 
ly, saying that she'd letters to write and that she'd stay in tile car. When we } , 
started coaxing her to come, she said, "No!" —I —



I .■should say that the climbing of Errigal would make an epio in itself, but E.E.~] 
Smith has said the same thing about the taking of Onio, so I won't, I will merely ’ 
say that Madeleine, Walter, and myself climbed it, said some corny but very sin- ’ 
cere things about the view from the top, and came down again. I broke away f-mm thel 
others and got back to the car first—I wanted SOOD. Besides, I wanted to break i 
the sad news to Bea that I'd left my camera somewhere on the upper slopes of the ! 
mountain- -I'd left seme of the skin off my shin up there, too -and that it had ' 
contained the two pictures which I’d taken of her earlier. To soften the blow, i
however, I told her about the fannish slogan I'd written on a flat stone at the i 
top, vhich may be read only by true fans willing to make the pilgrimage to Erri.gal 1 
for the recovery of my two exposures of Bea Mahaffey.

She took this tragic news well, like a true fan. She even forced herself to laugh' - 
at it for about ten minutes. I was so relieved that I vrent and got a fresh!y-dng 
lump of peat and presented it to her as a momenta of this great occasion. The bit ioT 
of peat weighed about ei^it pounds, and was fresh and brown and nice and sticky, H 
but it wouldn't fit in her handbag so she was forced to refuse this gift. I could 
see that she was profoundly moved, though. Ibr a long time she was speechless. ■<

Walter and Madeleine returned and we began building a turf fire for a picnic.
The sun picked that moment to go down behind Errigal, and so the usual sunset gale P 
started trying to blow both us and the fire into a nearby river. But the cooking 3 
was finished ty this time so the grub was carried into the car and polished off o
there. . vflaile the wind rocked the car they all sat snugly inside feasting on an in- 3 
teresting mixture of fried sausages, soda bread, and sweet biscuits (Oops, sorry. I H‘- 
mean CuOKIEs). Several times Bea tried to poison me. j-‘

Wen we d driven out from the shadow of Mount Errigal tire wind dropped again, and 
we discovered that the sunset wasn' t for two more hours yet. Walter sai d he -was 
taking us to Bun+anaghy to stay the night with some people he knew there. Madeleine 
vdio was navigating, began telling him how to get there, and Bea and I started 
tfl-1 king abouu leprecaauns, word rates, and Robert Bloch. Bea had wanted to see 
some Little People and Walter explained that I was the biggest of the Little People 
in the whole of Ireland. Bea didn't believe this at first. She wanted -proof. She 
asked for a green sunset.
. Green sunsets are difficult. They require time to prepare, and the mix has to be 
jus so. Besides, the sun was almost touching the horizon when she made her re
quest. I pointed all this out to her, and added that I was tired from holding the 
ram off ali day, but she locked reproachful and just said, "Oh, well, if you're 
to° iirg^to show me a green sunset . . ." I started working on it.

I was still working on it when we passed throu^i BunfanagJjy on the way to the 
people Walter knew. Bea kept watching me expectant-like and muttering little words 
o± encouragement-.. "Have you gone to sleep?" and "It's still orangestrined, are 
you colour blind?" But finally I did it. There vias a lot of blue mixed in with the 
green, of course, but it was a decidedly green sunset. I lay back and received 
my egoboo. j

The people Walter knew were remodelling their house, so they couldn't take us in. ' 
e ound this out just as ni^it was falling, so we retraced our steps across a mile: 

or so c • tegs, and low stone walls to where we'd left the car. Jty- arrange- j 
men wi ’ . ...ur C. Clarke there was a beautiful crescent moon, and somewhere along.
the way m.£frcingales or something began singing. Bea and I tried a duet with 

. .f’ °. ® ^^-ingbird" out I don't think anyone could do justice to a song
vnile walking in their sleep. We were all rather tired by this time, and I seem to 
remember someone asking whether we should go back to some ordinary old hotel in 
lunfanaghy or just fall into a fannish type haystack in the next field.
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Breakfast next morning lasted two hours. We just sat around sending postcards to • 
people and one to hams as well until the waitresses began rattling dishes dis- | 
creetly, then we left.

11 was a fine morning, though I say so myself, The sun shone from a cloudless sky: 
and everything was in glorious technicolour. It was real George, the car seemed to 
spend its time.crawling around the steep sides of mountains, with Walter pointing 
out breath-taking vistas to us—split seconds before the vistas vanished behind the 
stone.walls lining the road. Once all us passengers had to leave the car while Walt 
took it across a bridge that was under repair, then the car didn’t go crashing intoj 
the bay, we followed it across. Walter looks rather distinguished with white hair. '

.L>ea kept complimenting me on the weather; she was veiy pleased with me, she said. 
She patted me on the am, and my glasses fogged up. But this unrelieved joy didn’t 
last. I spent an anxious ten minutes while she toyed with the idea of asking for a 
small rainstoim so that there'd be a rainbow and she could get the pot of gold at 
the end of it.

I was inexpressibly shocked. A True Fan like Bea Mahaffey shouldn’t think about 
things like that. I vondered if peihaps she hadn’t become tainted with vile pro
fessionalism. Her woik does bring her into contact with such people. I changed the 
subject and we stopped on the shore of Mulroy Bay for another picnic.

Ine meteorological conditions then obtaining were aninetly suitable for the hold
ing of picnics, shile the womenfolk unpacked the grub Walter started 'the fire and 
I went to look for more fuel. When I came back I told him I had made a dogmed 
search and.had found some pieces of baik. He said, "Ah well, eveiy little yelps," ! 
and threw it on the fire. When it had assumed the aspect of a conflagration we went! 
down to the shore and threw stones at empty tin cans. Ah, the fannish way of life.! 
..hen we got back, Bea pointed to a comer of the. rug and told me to fall down. It I 
was.probably an accident that this comer was laid over a heap of flinty rocks, so) 
1 didn t say anytning. We lay around the fire, the second one..the first one, viiich 
haa got out of control, was some distance away.. juggling plates and ripping fannish 
repu tations to shreds, while birds sang in the trees, butterflies flitted in the 
bixshes, and a local farmer went by with a load of old seaweed. Twice Bea Mahaffey 
timed to poison me.

A person hasn't really lived until Bea Mahaffey has tried to poison him.
v.hen all the plates had been licked clean, and the others were nerving themselves 

to the effort of getting to their feet, I was overcome by a sudden urge to climb a 
tree. 1 mentioned it aloud. Madeleine looked incredulous, Walter asked if I ga- 

itC4Open1_a branch office of OTHER WORLDS, and Bea went for her camera. (l found 
out later she wanted to take a photograph to give to hands.) I gave a few Weiss- 
nnxi,ler- yodels ’fco waim UP, then, sprang into the lower branches.

The tree fell down.
It was quite a big tree, but the trunk had been rotten. The effect was rather 

spectacular, u-hile the others were standing around making cracks about njy fine 
taite frame, I dashed the couple of hundred yards to the shore, snatched a couple 

of haru-shell sea organisms off a rode, and ran back to proffer than to Bea, asking 
J*8? . llk9 to mufflEels» Bea looked faintly ill, Walter held his nose, and

e erne groaned. Altogether it was a most satisfactoiy reaction. It pays, I think 
° extra effort into one's puns. After this we drove off again. Nobody

would talk to me for a long time. j
Things went smoothly for a while—too smoothly, I wasn't thrown to Bea's side of •

We aPfroached the frontier. About half a mile from the Eire i
\ f Post, Walter pulled up behind some trees and told eveiyone to hide their K

contraband, ^t the customs post he left the car to get a signature on something|9 

D
on't sit in 

ray stew



called a triptyque, and a man in a blue uniform came out to talk to us. He glared~at* ; 
Madeleine and roared in a soft brogue "Anything to declare?" Madeleine shook her 
head. He continued, Any cigarettes, nylons, foodstuffs, jewelry, ornaments...." Hei I 
went on for a long time. Madeleine looked as if she'd never heard of any of these • j 
things. At last, apparently satisfied, he turned to Bea. Madeleine heaved a sigh of ■ ! 
relief and the cellophane round her three pairs of nylons crackled loudly, but the 
men didn’t hear it. He looked at Bea and said: "Anything to.. .to... er, h'mm." •' j

Nov; Bea had concealed in various recesses of the car about two thousand American ' ; 
cigarettes as well as other odd bits of contraband. But when the customs officer 
asked her the question, she looked at him wide-eyed and innocent and said, "'.hy, no'-'! {

The man wasn't used to the Mahaffey wide-eyed innocent look. He couldn't take it. ■ j 
He hadn't any spectacles to get steamed up, but as he backed away, aqueous vapour 
spurted gently from his nostrils, jjn impressionable type, I thought. He staggered i j 
bank to his post and after a few minutes Walter came out and we drove away. The man j 
hadn’t even seen me apparently. ■

' I IThe next stop was at a signpost which said H.M. CUSTOMS INSPECTION POST, NAT/?;; We I 
did what the notice screamed, Walter got out with his trintyque and we went 
through it all again. * c+

The second man was in civilian clothes-----probably he was an M.I.5 Special Agent,
or some relative relieving the regular man while he went for a smoke. TH s one 
didn't even look at Madeleine and Bea---- no appreciation of the finer things in
life, I suppose-----but concentrated on poor little me. He kept asking was I conceal
ing alcohol. Mel Alcohol! Then he went to the boot and we heard Walter and him 
arguing for a few minutes, then Walter climbed in and we were off again. Half a 
mile down the road we slowed to sixty and everybody averted their eyes whi 1 e Made
leine fished for her three pairs of nylons. We had arrived in the Province of 
Northern Ireland.

Ear the next fifty miles or so I lay back and talked to Bea about such subjects 
as the prison sentences given to smugglers, word rates, and Bea Mahaffey. I made 
the discovery that she much prefers volcanoes to snakes-----we have neither in
Ireland, thanks to St Patrick-----and that, given the choice, Bea would much rather
be run over by a car than by a railway train, because the wheels of a locomotive 
are sharper. This shows a firm grasp of the fundamentals of life, and it’s little 
things like this which makes Bea different from ordinary women. How many others 
have ever really given thought to this vital problem! Very few, I'll warrant.

■^e next time we stopped there were long Atlantic rollers breaking on one side of 
he road and tall, beetling crags on the other side and we were hungry again. There 

was some trouble finding water for the tea, but eventually the picnic was held in 
he back garden of a deserted bungalow overhung by cliffs. We sat and ate and watch

ed the sea-gulls carefully. When Bea asked us why, we told her that vhen all the 
sea-gulls flew, off the cliff at once, it meant that an avalanche had started and we
would all be killed. She seaned sorry she asked. Later on Madeleine and Bea both

poison me, but Bea's attempt was an accident, I think, because I hadn't
rre o make a pun for more than ten minutes, and she let me light her cigarette

afterwards.

s we were going back to the car she gave me a whole book of matches to use on 
later occasions. Sometimes it's worth getting nearly poisoned. A person hasn’t j 
really lived until he's lighted one of Bea Mahaffey's cigarettes.

When the journey had been resumed I noticed that Bea was looking thoughtfully at j ] • 
the horizon. I wondered how many cents I should offer for her thoughts,' but die 
spoke first. "Tonight I'd like," she said, smiling sweetly, "A polka-dotted sunset.



She paused., then, so's there’d be no semantic confusion about this request, she 
amplified., "Purple with pink polka-dots."

ibr a while I toyed with the idea of giving back the book of matches and breaking 
off diplomatic relations. I mean to say, a polka-dotted sunset. I’d be run out of 
the union for sure. Still, being the Custodian of the Mahaffey Matches was worth 
something, too. I went to work. I was still muttering incantations, or something, ( 
when Walter stopped the car at a granite parapet. We had arrived at Dmlu.ce Castle.

Dunluce Castle is a fairly well preserved Norman castle on the northeast coast-----
you can read about the Normans in Russell’s "Dreadful Sanctuary"(plug)----- and is

set on top of a sheer mountain which
becomes an island at high tide. We 
climbed around the battlements and 
walked about on the grassy courtyard 
where the Knights used to joust. A couple 
of ssheep had got in and they kept going 
"Maaaa" at us, and once Bea dropped 
the trapdoor on me while I was exploring 
a dungeon. It was very damp inside, but 
the spiders were the worst. Walter came 
along later and let me out.

A person hasn’t really caught pneumon
ia until he’s been thrown into a dungeon 
by Bea Mahaffey.

It was about this time that people 
began to notice the sunset. I yelled and 
pointed a few times and soon everybody 
noticed it. The sky was turning a deep
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purple, and there were lots of tiny clouds 
in it. The clouds weren't all pink, and they didn't look like polka-dots because 
the colours had sort of run, but the effect was terrific. It looked just like the 
cover for SLANT 6, except that there were three coal boats steaming dramatically 
across the horizon instead of a blue fountain pen hanging at three thousand feet. 
Madeleine said, "OhJ" Walter said, in a voice charged with emotion, "James, you 
have surpassed yourself." Bea patted me on the head and said huskily, "Youse is a 
good k~d." She pulled out a cigarette and waited for me to light it. The sheep 
said "Maaaa." They must have been faaaans.

CD

Back in the ear I lay back and just basked in the warmth of Bea's cigarette 
smoke and regard. We all admired my sunset and spoke in hushed tones about my 
sensitive famish soul. After a decent interval of time had elapsed Walter ann
ounced that he planned to stop at the next town or village, dump our bags, and 
just walk around until bedtime admiring the scenery and looking for birdbaths. I 
don't care much about birdbaths, but I like walking and admiring Bea Mahaffey. 
And so, in the still of a beautiful evening in early summer, singing and lauding 
and talking about Robert Bloch and Bob Tucker we drove all unknowing into that 
hotbed of alien intrigue, that roaring, wide-open seaport, that BRE Babylon, 
PortballintraeJ
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We left our luggage at the Bay Hotel and came right out 
evening. The sunset was so proud of itself that it wanted

again. It was a lovely 
to hang around all

ni^it, which was all right by us. We wandered down to the little harbour and along 
the sea wall. It was one of those periods of idyllic calm before the holocaust, 
and it lasted until we felt hungry again and went back to the hotel. j

It was then we began to notice that this was no ordinary hotel. The entrance___



hall was festooned with various implements of destruction, ranging from assegais- 
ri^it up to flintlocks. In a clearing among the potted plants there was a glass show] 
case containing a shapeless hunk of metal, billed as part of a shell fired at the 
heroic hotel by a German, submarine in 1916-----a shock from which the residents had
obviously never fully recovered. There were also a television set, a radiogram, and 
two radios. None of them was working. Perhaps at some time in the past some rash 
soul craving for new sensations had impulsively switched one of them on, only to 
find to his horror that it made a noise. Since then they had remained as mute as the 
residents, all of whom had obviously been switched off long ago.

There were two lounges, one of than marked "Adults Only." We tiptoed in and sat
down. It was at once obvious that the term "Adult" has a veiy special meaning in 
Portballintrae. It is not used to describe any young thing of less than eighty, 
however long his beard. The lounge was inhabited ... or at least occupied . . by 
six of the elder Things, all either reading copies of the financial Times or decom
posing quietly behind than. So much of their skulls as was visible through their pa
per shrouds had the brown patina of great age and their clutching fingers were the 
delicate hue of old bones seen through cellophane. They did not move; neither, Bea 
asserted later, did they breathe. We wondered to ourselves whether they were stored 
in some vault at ni^it or merely draped in dust-sheets.

The silence was sepulchral, at least. As it dragged on, Walter produced a pin and 
dropped it solemnly on the carpet. At the earsplitting crash Madeleine covered her 
ears, Bea winced elaborately,and I, tripping over the threshold of audibility, mut
tered "ShhhhJ" But They had heard. There was a low rumbling sound like the sound of 
distant thunder as They cleared their throats, a frigid alien wind blew momentarily 
from outer darkness, making us shiver with the sense of impending doom . . . and 
then it happened. One of them lowered its financial Times by several centimetres, 
and rustled it at me.
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We all ran out into the porch.
There we survivors discussed our soul-searing experience, speculating on Yog Sog- 

goth and the Elder Gods and Whether the Financial Times should not be outlawed as a 
weapon too terrible to be used. Walter was just urging Bea that it was her duty as 
an American to cow them by going right back in there and rustling some cattle at 
than, when the waiter announced that our supper was ready. We followed him into the 
dining room and discovered that there were more of Than in there—no doubt enjoying 
a cheerful nightcap of embalming fluid.

It was murder, Evexy time somebody tried to eat something, somebody else would 
whisper something and the person trying to eat would either have to choke to death 
or spew bread-crumbs over a twenty foot radius—they daren't laugh, not out loud. 
After, a while we gave up hope of ever being able to eat in that place. Bea gripped 
the sides of her chair and stared at the ceiling, Madeleine covered h®r eyes, Walter 
put the comer of his scarf in his mouth and chewed at it, and I stuck two fingers 
in my mouth and bit. But it was no good. The pressure kept building up inside us. It 
was actually painful, to me anyway. We staggered away from our table and reeled out 
into the into the night to laugh before we exploded and messed up the Bay Hotel's 
dining room floor.

•hen we got back we found that the Arisians had gone from the "Adults" lounge and 
we had the place to ourselves. Bea kept urging me to get up early next momng so's I 
could go for a swim, but not too early because she hadn't any flash-bulbs. She'd 
been very keen for me to go swimming ever since 11 d told her that I' d made an error 
during my hasty packing for this trip and brought a black beret instead of my black 
bathing.trunks. She's always trying to get photographs for harris—maybe she’s sor- 
zy for it or something. I like swimming, but I had to decline. Even though Walter of
fered me the loan of his beret to make a two-piece. After all, as a vile pro, I have 
certain standards of dignity to maintain, ahi bathing in black berets just isn't
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done... -even by Tucker, A few minutes later I told her that she could pat my forehead ।
and steam up my glasses all she wanted to, but I still wouldn’t do it. Somehow I 
think my voice lacked conviction. *

Walter saved the situation by saying that I could swim all I wanted to tomorrow 
morning, after I'd helped him wash the car, so that was that. We started talking ab
out the inhabitants again. Every now and then someone would whisper some outrageous ; 
speculation and we would stick our heads in the cushions and make muffled snorkling ; 
sounds.

A person hasn't really lived until he's heard Bea Mahaffey make muffled snorkling I 
sounds in a cushion.

A little after midnight a porter came into the room, and I inferred he thou^it it >—<
was time we went to bed. In lortballintrae the porter don’t switch, the lights off
and on. They do not wen cough discreetly. A discreet cough, in that place, ?DU.ld.
rouse the neighbourhood for miles around. Instead, their method is to tiptoe in,

I'd
stand quietly, and raise their eyebrows. The faint rustling sound their eyebrows 
make in that awful, ever-present silence attracts the attention immediately. Then 
they switch on a pained expression and the crestfallen wrongdoers retire discomfit- c+
ed. We went up to bed. (B

Now, the next thing that happened is one of those events which people wall distort g. 
Already Walter has begun to garble it in his oral versions, and I'm terrified at § 
what Bloch will make of it if Bea tells him. When people start relating it at second; S' 
hand.......... As the person most ccncemed in the incident, I will state briefly the
facts. Q.

Shortly before one o’clock in the morning of May 16th, 1953s while I was lying 
face downwards on the corridor floor passing a note under Bea Mahaffey’s bedroom 
door, a chambermaid walked on me.

After I got the footprint off the back of my jacket I went to bed.
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^•Editor’s note? The text of the note is understood to hare been as follows; "Ron- 
ember, don't snorel"4

Next morning the sky was overcast and there was a gale blowing up. Walter and I 
finished washing the car in rain and we went in for breakfast. Bea was late in com
ing down so I went upstairs to rout her out. I slammed my door, which was opposite 
hers, a few times, and then pounded on her door with ny fist shouting "Is Tucker 
there?" This had been quite effective the previous morning' in Dunfanaghy, and it 
vrorked here too. She came out on the run. On the way down to breakfast I -old her 
about the incident the previous ni^it, lest she would overhear some of the servants 
talking and misunderstand, and begged her not to breathe a word about it to palter.

Hah!
Madeleine said "What!" and Walter's eyes gleamed and he began pressing for detail^ 

fishing out a postcard and addressing it to harris. I tried to cover my confusion bj 
dropping one of Bea's cigarette stubs into the coffee dregs from an altitude of six 
feet. It hissed nicely and made an interesting black mess, but -three waiters and a 
porter rustled their eyebrows. I looked reproachfully at Bea. She said "Quien sabe" 
which was completely uncalled for no matter what it means, and patted me on the 
shoulder. My glasses didn't steam up as much as usual? I was terribly, terribly dis
appointed in her. After all, it was supposed to be our secret.

9
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After breakfast we ransomed ourselves from the hotel and drove off. The weather ■ 
was awful. High wind, lashing rain, and great grey waves battered at the seawall we I 
had been sitting on last ni^it. As we left Portballintrae we all turned round and • -i 
shouted 'Boo' at it to relieve our feelings, and then Walter asked his Navigator fo4 ' 
directions to the Giant's Causeway. i Q

But the weather was unsuitable for inspecting rock formations, so we merely gave j 



Bea a vivid word picture of what she would have seen ('a lot of funnyshaped rocks’) 
and drove on through Bushmills, Bmsev erick, Port braddon and Ballintoy. Bea mentioned 
the weather a few times, but I don't thirik she really expected me to change it. port 
ballintrae and the polkadot sunset had shot my finely-co-ordinated nervous system to 
pieces. But I felt better after Bea had smoked a few more cigarettes and we blundered 
through 'Stormy Weather' a couple of times. Madeleine and Walter kept talking in low 
voices and occasionally scraps of dialogue like "Flat on the floor..." and "‘Can the 
maid sue?" would drift back to us. Bea would comfort me by saying I had done nothing 
at which I should be ashamed even if nobody would believe it and I would smile brave
ly and wipe the steam off'my glasses.

‘The weather still wasn't suitable for climbing around on rocks, but we left -the car 
at Carri ck-a-Rede and went down the steep cliff path to the famous rope bridge. This 
bridge connects the mainland to a hi^i rocky island which can't be reached by any 
other way but parachute. It is about 500 feet above the sea at both ends, if a good 
deal less in the middle, and it sways in the slightest breeze. That day there was a
gale blowing which Bea judged to be about three times as invigorating a: 
nearly blew us off Errigal.

Madeleine went out on it first, a brave glorious stupid thing to.do. i 

the one that s

began to
console the imminent widower, but she came back without falling off. I went next, 
feeling gloriously stupid too. A merciful blank covers the memory. ..hen I got back 
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Bea pleaded her high heels and Walter made some lame excuse about being completely 
lacking in moral and physical courage. The rain suddenly, became heavy and ve decided , 

the more circuitous path, started)to go up the cliff by a short cut instead of 
climbing again.

As I said, I wasn't feeling so good. A lot 
of tilings had been happening to me. I v;as in 
a bad way. This tirge I didn't help Bea up a 
mountain.

A person hasn't really lived until Bea 
Mahaffey has helped him up a mountain.
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in a row,
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Eventually we poured ourselves back into 
the car and took off again for Ballycastle 
Cushendall and the Antrim Coast Road. When 
the coast road was reached, spray as well 
as rain began to run down the windows, wait 
pointed out where Scotland would be seen if 
it weren't for that row of tidal waves, w'e 
talked to Bea about the cars that gpt washed 
into the sea here every month and the ones 
that escaped that fate by being pinned down 
by landslides from the cliffs. Bea just lay 
back nonchalantly and smoked five cigarettes

At Ballygally Castle where we stopped for lunch, Walter tried for twentyfive min
utes to phone Bob Shaw to let him know we were nearly hi me again. Bit he couldn't get 
throu^i, 'The lines were down, or at least some telegraph poles had fallen into the 
sea. Madeleine and Walter were inclined to worry a little about vhat had happened to 
the road alongside the poles, but not 'Bea or I—-we can swim.

Bea began to talk about artificial respiration and lifesaving method: ;enorally. V«e
had a most interesting discussion, Bea favoured holding-their heads under until they 
calmed down before towing than ashore, while I.plumped for the rabbit punch. Madel
eine and Walter didn't say anything.

In Belfast I said a tearful farewell to Bea and went home to tell my mother look 
who was back. Two hours later, in Oblique House, while Walter and I were trying to 



fix the flashbulb attachment on Bea’s camera, Bob Shaw came in. It is a measure of i
Miss Mahaffey's multilingual proficiency that she understood, tfte very first words he. 
uttered. They were, "Welcome to Ireland."

I felt like kicking myself, or him. Walter felt the same way, for the one thing we 
had forgotten to do was to welcome Bea officially to Ireland. Her sensitive famish 
soul must have been hurt at this even though she complained not, and there must have 
been times when she may even have felt.....not wanted? Many a time and oft, as she 
clung by her fingernails to some cliff in a howling gale, she must have thou^-it she
should have stood at home"---- all because we had forgotten this simple ritual, i was a
cad. However to try and make it up to her we conducted her around the SLANT press
room. We showed her the printing press, the waterpistol used in the hite-harris en
counter of ' 52, Walter's Honorary Swamp-Critter Certificate, the waterpistol used on 
harris this year, the duper, and the waterpistols to be used on hands next year.
Then we all went downstairs again and began
to tell Bob about Portballintrae, with actions, 

cdiai Madeleine wheeled in the food a couple
of hours later, however, Bob and I -were talk
ing about 'High Noon.'

'High Noon' is a wonderful subject for dis
cussion. That film had something. It was 
tense. At that time Bob and I were the only 
people who had seen it but though the others 
begged us not to trouble ourselves, we didn't 
mind explaining about it. Especially that bit 
where the guy rides over the hill... That pic- 1 
ture was-—tense.
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Viie got so good at talking about it that we
could do it in sign language. That meant that 
Bob and I could talk about our latest master
piece, wordrates, and how nice it was to have 
a pro editor partaking of our hospitality-— 
and still be able to talk about 'High Noon.'

A person hasn't really lived until he's seen 
Bea Mahaffey talk about 'Hi^h Noon' in sign 
language.

When I went up again next day the weather 
had changed again. It was the hottest day yet
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' W/A S TFMsf I ' planned on driving us around Couh-
• ty Dow. Madeleine wasn't coming this time so

there would be room for Bob beside Walter. But strangely enou^i, Bob didn't want to 
sit beside Walter. After Bea gpt in there was quite a bit of jostling for position, 
but it. was finally agreed that if Bob gave me three new plots and let me keen the 
rear view mirror trained on him all the time, then he could sit beside Bea. e 
blasted off.
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COJust outside town it was discovered that the car horn had lost its voice. It is a 

punishable offence here to drive without apparatus to give audible warning of one's 
approach buz, Bob, Bea and myself solved the difficulty until we reached a garage by 
leaning out of the windows and yelling "Honk" at anyone that got in the way. After 
the horn was fixed we headed for the Mourne Mountains but seeing then we got near 
then.that they were covered in cloud we turned off to Downpatrick to shov.r Bea St. 
Patrick's grave. Even there vs'alt and Bob continued the ceaseless barrage of puns and 
jokes that had started when Bea commented as we left Belfast on ho-w clean it was and 
Bob explained it was because the'Mor|jitains of Mourne sweep Down to the sea1. During 
one sequence about snakes as Bea was as usual alternately saying she should go home i 



and. that she should, have brought her tape recorder, Bob remark that is was indeed.' 
something to withe home about. How is it one can never remember any of the ^ppd 
jokes made on these occasions. I should have noted than down ns I £>cuL Cl Lui Ohio

We made a stop once at a little bridge on a byroad and sat |n the sun playing a 
game we have invented called 'Moon Base.' (Ln this you prop up a cigarette butt in the 
middle of the road and throw pebbles at it.) But we had to hurry back because after 
tea there was going-to^be a fUll scale convention . As well as the present company 
of vile pros and fanb^S'^pr&H&tist on "Nev; Worlds1' would be coming, and that legen
dary figure, George L. Charters, the Bangor bibliophile who had gotten his name in 
HARD COVERS and who likes to talk about it the way normal people talk about "Hi^i 
Noon," would also appear. We got back just in time to keep them from welcoming us in
stead of the other way around.

The next thing which happened will live in my memory till my dying day • --and prob
ably haunt me for centuries after that. It was, sort of, a pun. We were all going in 
to tea, with Bob several lengths in front and moving fast, when he suddenly stopped, 
turned round and said to Bea, "Bea, you look good enough to eat." A harmless enough i
remark of the sort that hungry wolves say to Miss Mahaffey as a matter of course. Ash 
Bea sat down she said, sort of off-hand, "I do----- three times a day." Bob said,
"Glumph."

It had happened at last, we thought. Shaw caught without a come-back. History had 
been made. But no.

All during tea he gazed abstractedly at Bea-----she must be used to this, too—-and
he didn't speak at all except for a few monosyllables like "More tea," "More bread," 
and "More salad." While the rest of us demonstrated the proper way to xustle a pap-. 
er, and waved our hands through the opening sequences of "High Noon", he was in some, 
horrible world of his own. Finally, after approximately three quarters of an hours 
silence, he spoke.

He said, "What other newspapers do you tmke?" and began to laugh for about ten 
minutes. He really appreciates his puns.

When we had recovered somewhat, Bea thought it would be a good idea.to take some
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pictures of the SLANT pressroom with the staff draped about it in characteristic pos
itions. She took a picture of Walter, Bob, George, and self standing in a character
istic pose, then sitting in one. After this, ty a majority vote, the camera v/as tak
en away from Miss Mahaffey and we photographed her-—once sitting in the Editor's 
Chair, twice sort of lounging against the duper, once operating the' press (she isn't 
really a negress), and once standing on the Art Ed's Chair---- a sort of Statue of
Liberty shot, but with a more scientifically accurate stratospheric beanie.

After we'd used up all her film we let her have the camera back again. Bob v/as 
still acting up. Bveiy few minutes he would guffaw and shout out, "What other papers 
so you i&ke? Rapers, Times, "Financial Times," three''Times"a day—Hee-hco-hee----- i
Get it? Times." We did, but there should be a law. At nine o'clock he left, still j 
loudly deriving amusement from its subtleties. ।

Shortly after midnight Madeleine made more tea. Another downpour had started and ' 
I'd a four mile walk home ahead of me, so she wanted to give me one for the road. 
Both Walter and Madeleine had been urging me to stay the night, but I'd declined 
with thanks. I think all they wanted v/as to get flashlight pictures of me pushing 
notes under bedroom doors.

We dawdled a little ever tea, mostly because Walter, Madeleine, and I had decided 
that "Other Worlds" should bring out an anthology. We told her vhat stories, other 
than "Bear Devil," to use, vhat authors to approach for new stuff, vhat stories to 
reprint from SLANT, vhat author we'd all like to see in the book and how good I was. 
We were all very helpful. With the anthology^fisposed off, we made other suggestions.
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One of which was that "Other Worlds" publish a BRE from an office in Belfast, a£d“F 
o make sure that the venture would succeed, one of the editors would run this off-' 
222 Pe?+°n‘ ^f0*3^ Qt some length the qualifications this editor would need 
her Sw’tS 722? S’ one7c°me5ed got the job. We went on to tell

low the /staff could assist her by writing stories around spaceship covers, 
paint spaceship covers around stories, and do spaceship interior illos. Walter 
could advise her on iMnch of my stories to print first, and conduct the fan denart-i 
w2pS* l'%dldn J 2013 could B0’ though a lot of rather bizarre suggestions'

® +?Ut fofward” ^ings were getting really interesting when suddenly I noticed it
vra.s three o clock in the morning. We had dawdled, but good

2V0 te?r E9yself away- Z'd a long ‘Tistance to walk and my mother' 
might be annoyed if I was late for breakfast.

:a>* ? 5-?rf?d Ve?+late next mominS and after checking my symptomsto make 
2 2i+XfX h3^ * CaU^ pneumonia, sashayed off to / House, It was a msorganis- 
.. 3 7 f d y’ 2 were due to sail to Liverpool that night, and many and varied 

ere the preparations that had to be made. Every few minutes the brilliant famish 
in,tera?tea off t° node oanothiXoXS

£1+2’ a m 7?°7 else decidin« that they’d some last-minute shopping to do-----
alter and Madeleine turned up later with a pound of sugar and a television set___

°H1X XXrS SS teatS S? '^tot-pistole. Mostly w talked about 
nign iwon and read the weather reports. When Walter and Madeleine left o n their 
S 64 012 raining ftanlab population keep their eyes|B

■8
if3

on the garden and baby sit

It was a warn day, and Carol Willis and a horde of her si 
were holding a convention in the front garden. there 
outside mostly buses and trucks-----and v~ —
ing anv of it as a +u A. x, “‘FF'bcu w ^et-p uiern irom overturn
disappeared from =ri rrh+ S+ 2°^ ?ere WaS °ne bad m0Eient they all suddenly

• + r°m slght« But they returned a few minutes later sucking lollipops 
i^lISv^iS^k S2f+PuCkings Bea t^ked ab°Ut Portballintrae (l don't part- 
bX7itti7 r77lnS ? Portballintrae), gave invaluable technical advice on 
bW sitting (She's an aunt yet), and made with the entente cordiale. 
and7SchSL7n5i2 a . consisted of her looking regal and gracious
2 B2l2£ro P7± 7PZ°mac1®3 Carol Willis presented each of her friends 

2a 7?’ had been telling them about the legendary figure visiting / '
So3:’ s: xx ° —• (?° °ouid bi®e caroi
sa?d AoSt? 7 Came 3X1(1 Muffled their feet, said "Hello," or

dfia/nn« .i- < .c* n • /■» — ease at once, iSucii charm, such tact, such delightful informality. When Ninth Random cmer-es it's 
A ferson^^n't^oaH Be? M® Madam^ Mahaffey- ^at an ambassador she is.

offe? of a vo2 + 7L1V2ed Unt11 he'3 seen Bea Caffey deal tactfully with an : 
waving in her^ace ’̂ haif-eaten lollipop which a young and earnest admirer is i

----- six year old insurgents ' 
was heavy traffic on the road P 

we were supposed to keep than from overturn* °

said "Hello," or

leXXXJ Sm5'l’8red “'F rd pMkln® t0 t00’ s° 1 buried home, j 
ing to take Bps m2 7 * the ^Wside at seven-thirty. Madeleine's father was go- 
Sf XnX t?n^e2ine’i WaltGr doTO1 to the ^e car whJe£ i 
an to 2>ny. At five2o 7dapendently on my dogs. About ten minutes to ei^it I beg-: 
silvery hair At eisht n» i 3, ranrany half-eaten fingers throu^i my beautiful 
a stevedore 2io thought h? 1 atanding at the gangplank sort of staring down! 
matically 27cloud^f d27? f 2 °ff‘ At fiVe Past they arrived 
saying goodbye md 'SXT M latc

fo all who have read Mr. Williitems of eauinment^^ 7222'3 0011 rePorts» the operation of—and the various ~7\ 
equipmait earned by----- ships on the Belfast-llverpool tun is old staff, tat. J 



as cilia was Bea's first trip we had to tell her what the different things T^re for 
ano? vhy tie chimney was tilted, and. the front aid. sharp and. so on. Jliere was also a 
slight mix-up with the berths we’d booked which made it necessary for waiter to pose 
as -Bo , Shew ^who'u found at the last moment he wouldn’t be able 'to cane) and. for Bea 
to masquerade as Walter A.willis. (that an actress that girl is, but I still 'think it 
was lou sy casting.)

'This was the third time we'd watched the cranes and anchored ships and the South 
Antrim mountains slide past us as we headed towards another Convention, but I think 
we get a bigger kick out of it every time. There's something about starting off for 
a Convention, with the same old sun setting behind Cave Hill, and the limits of Ban
gor and Donaghadee still shining away as if they'd never been turned off from last 
time, that makes one wonder if there really are such things as time warps and wish 
one could only keep on doing this for the rest of one's life.

When ni^it began to fall and the sea roughened up a bit, I showed Bea how ’to get 
into a life jacket so that her head would stay above water even after she'd died from 
exposure. But it was getting chilly—my glasses hadn't steamed up for more than five 
minutes—so we went below.

.Che cabin which was supposed to belong to Mr and Mrs Willis held four prople un
comfortably. 'There was just enough room for their heads to rattle against ’the walls 
and ceiling when the boat lurched. But to fans who'd lived tlirou^h Portballintrae 
and Carricm—a-Rede. this vzas nothing. Besides we were happy. The environment xjas suit
able for close harmony and.we .pang several songs, frequently simultaneously. After a 
while someone croaked that they were dying for a cup of tea. waiter organised the 
operation from a commanding position near the ventilator and finally I was able to 
get the door open.

The floor of the corridor was beginning to fill up with prostrate Air Three men. 
They hadn't booked berths, and the spray was making the deck upstairs uninhabitable, 
so they had seeped down here to sleep. Trying to avoid stepping on anyone's face, I 
waned across the yielding mass to the restaurant. Soon I was back with four steaming 
half-cups of tea the sea was roughening up—and the party continued.

I never realised until then that Walter and Madeleine knew so maiy sed-it-innp and 
revolutionary Irish songs. ’Mien Bea had eagerly learned the to rds there was a marked 
increase in volume and I began to worry- about the regiment of Englishmen camped out 
in the corridor. We moved on to more peaceful songs, trampling soulfully an The Rosel 
of Tralee.

Just as I was winding up for my beautiful top note two teacups fell into the wash 
basin and Walter suggested there mi^ht be some people on the ship, or maybe another 
one close by, who wanted to go to sleep. We decided wre'd cum in before we were 
turned out, tut first we'd' go up on deck for some air. The corridors were Tgr now 
covered with a fitted cafp'ht of airmen, and it was interesting to watch Bea .and Mad
eleine negotiating them with spike-heeled shoes. The men who were deeply unconscious 
muttered querulously in .their' sleep, sirred, and dropped off again. Those who’d been 
merely dozing said 'Aaaargh.'' and c&ne fully awake-, and those who were Awake already 
said... (How does one spell a long low whistle?) The stairs vzere heaped with man. too, 
and when we got outside we realised why. The wind had grown to invigorating proport
ions. This did not stop me however—science must be served. I had seen a musical 

"Is anybody here G
ene K

elly

once in which two dancers, waltzed round "the deck of a ship in a gale and I hadn't 
believed it was possible. In the interests of science and with her help, I told Bea, 
I hoped to prove it . was impossible, live found a relatively sheltered spot on 'Assemb
ly Deck B' (how fitting!), Walter; and Madeleine hung onto a sort of ladder and 
screaaed "Till I Waltz Again V>ith You' above .the howling of the gale.

Dancing on the deck of a storm!ashed ship .is impossible. Still, it was quite an 
experience. A person hasn't really lived until, he's waltzed down a heaving and shud
dering deck, tripped over a life-raft, and come to a skidding halt against a ventil
ator with Bea Mahaffey.

1
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After this I think we all retired., hut I can't remember. Concussion plays funny 
tricks sometimes.

The gale must have got behind. the boat and. pushed, most of the way because Liverpool 
was reached about an hour ahead of schedule. It was an unbelievable si gat. It looked 
completely alien. It wasn't just the Coronation decorations or the bright green 
trams (we'd never known before what colour they were supposed to be) or the cleanecl- 
up buildings. These were extraordinary enoughs but on top of all that thc__sun yas. 
sh ini -ng* It just shows what these English fans are capable of when they wan_c uo imp
ress someone. Previously we'd been welcomed with the normal rain, fog end soot, but 
this time we had a distinguished visitor with us and they laid ar sunshine. They 
must have been saving it up for years. I went down to tell Bea about it.

The corridor looked unfamiliar with the floor visible.I beat on the cabin door as 
usual and yelled for Tucker. The steward who was picking odd socks, playing cards 
and enpty bottles off the floor looked askance at me, tut I ignored him and snouted 
again for Tucker. The door opened, a face covered in shaving soap looked out. "Go 
away,'1 it said soapily, "He isn't here." Walt said "She must have brou-^it Shaver 
with her," but it turned out to be just the wrong cabin, vhen I took a good lock 
round I found I wasn't even in the ri^it corridor.

We went up on deck again to wait for the girls and leaned over the side marvelling ’ 
at the Liverpool sunshine. Shortly it occurred to us that it was still very early 
and the English fans who were to meet us wouldn't have arrived yet. we got off che 
ship and waited at the end of the gangway. Shortly Bea and Madeleine, looking fresh 
and pretty in the Spring morning, came walking down it.
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"Welcome to England," we said.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED g
•THE’ BEST SCIENCE FICTION STORIES, THIRD SERIES, Bleiler & Dikty. Published by Graysors 
and Grayson at 9/6. 16 stories, 256 pages. To the avid reader most of the stories in 10 
this anthology are at the awkward age—not quite old enough to be re-read and too. oldo 
to be instantly recognisable. But they do provide a pleasant hour or so of reading c+ 
and skipping end an investment for some rainy day a year or so hence. The most not
able ares Kubilius' THE OTHER SIDE, a grim after-alien-conquest story marred only by 
a lily-gilding last line? Bester's neat timetravel twist OF TIME AND THIRD AVENUE.; 
Kombluth's provocative MARCHING MORONS, based on the proposition that the general 
standard of intelligence is declining because the stupid breed more rapidly than the 

o

clever (a problem for which SMIT once suggested the remedy was to distribute free 
pornography to the intelligentsia)? 'Tucker's TOURIST TRADE, a tour de force? Temple'£ 
philosophical thriller TWO SHADOWS? Idris Seabright's poignant BRIGHTNESS FALLS FROM 
THE AIR, whose title was the subject of a competition in F&SF? Peter Phillip’s AT NO 
EXTRA COST? and Leiber's unusual APPOINTMENT IN TOMORROW. Altogether an excellent 
collection with not a single bad or even poor story in the lot.
AUTHENTIC No.J7? Hamilton & Co., 1&2 Melville Court, Goldahawk Rd., London W.12. 1/6 
or 25/ per issue. With this issue AUTHENTIC emerges from another of the bewildering 
series of vicissitudes which has characterised the history of 'this magazine; the 
practice of printing or reprinting stories by American authors so much criticised by 
fans is now formally abandoned and we are more or less promised original stories by 
British authors. Just to teach us a lesson, one of then is Jon J. Deegan. However the 
principal one in this issue, Bryan Berry's THE ADAPTABLE MAN, is quite a good thrill
er in the SLAN] tradition. Best among the shorts is one by C.E.Moinc \hich improbe'Q.j; 
succeeds in breathing some suspense into a matter-duplicator plot every element of 
which is familiar. The less said about the other stories probably the better. Redd 
Boggs got review copies of this magazine month after month until one day he was rash 
enough to review it.
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C0R0NC0N
„ os THROUGH DARKEST ENGLAND 
BURNING THE CANDLE AT BOTH ENDS

Waft Wil'lia
halfway to the dock gate we were met by Dove Gardner riio had been up since six and f "1 
lost n° more time in celebrating Bea's arrival ty presenting her with a compliment-

the g^P's newly published symposium SEX MD SADISM. Bea ' !
gracefUHy accepted tins bouquet of neuroses, opened it casually at one of -the lewd- i 
tlv ™ ™ pnbliLLed in the fan press, and quickly closed it again. Shor i
irLkliSn^^S^-031, •1°°^ed UP iri-ven’ H>P-nrridtely enough, by vile huckster 
Itank Milne of SIbervice. we found later, however, that it hadn't been bandit with 
ion Jfbv ed fY Po°r fanS had merely been nired to take half the ponulat-

n of Liverpool to the Convention, we all got in ana strolled about the interior 
overb£?YnS slcP=3 of SEX MD SADISM, until to arrived at a 

sleazy cafeteria which was all uveipool had to offer at this hour of the nomine 
bl2fln°Ve? and^h3 wJ-tress was policing ttie table with a dirty rag and'a

1 k’ JYonk Russell made his entrance. He stepped immediately into
hi^ natural niche as life and soul of the party, greeting Bea ri th the ranari- that 
vfeLle his ^ting. career he had often said what he would like to do to pro edit- 
°J®’ he d never imagined it could be a pleasure; and proceeded thus outrageously to 
sltat. on the thin ice on the brink of bad taste without once putting his foot in it. 
Larger than life and a great deal more interesting, he manages to set die standards 
in any company m which he finds himself. But at one point he took time off Som 
goodhwnourealy insulting everyone present and warning Bea against the Londoners to

a yet unpublished story. It was one of those warmly human short
stones of his which show Russell, beneath his bluff exterior, to be ore of the most 
sensitive writers in the sf field and he told it so well that to all felt we oriLy 
needed to have learned shorthand to be sure of a GALAX! cheque. Even the p®pl?at 
an adjoining uable stopped talking to listen and when he had finished there was ihe 
moment of silence which is the supreme tribute to an artist.

*?re3kfas* 113 to Chester, passing throu^i about ten feet of Ebles
just so Bea could say she d 'done' it, then back to his house for a magnificent 
lunch, and then down to the station where we said goodbye to the hospitable Liver-

It was a relief train and to had a carriage to ourselvc-s for ihe whole of 
that golden journey to London. We talked and laughed and sang the whole way ascent 
when we. were reminiscing nostalgically (already) about the trip rouS IrSSd. j2es 
founu the key of his room at Porcballintrae which he'd forgotten io Banri in" and 
carried out an investiture of Bea ri th the number-plate as^itJ the So^-p Honour

Sh°rtv Wore g. train Into
and began to hum 'High Neon'; but when we got out Chuck was 

nowhere to be found. Janes suspected an ambush and begem to talk wildly of erecting
V^iy ™ tn earth at the wrong plat form. Thri a Eri 

witn him whom we took to be his sister; however it later turned out to be Rita Kroh- ’ 
Sn^CInathe ST* We'd bsen reedy to welo°ffie open (
arm.. In the taa we proceeded to let our old friend Chuck in on all ihe fanni’sh N
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nonsense we'd had so mu.ch fun with in the trip round Ireland, until Rita pointed out 
that the expression 'George* which poor Bea had tau^jt us wa,q actually quite passe. 
In Milwaukee, 'Wisconsin, where th^r are evidently ri^it up to ihe minute on these 
matters, George went out over a year ago and had been superseded by other expressions 
which we can't renanber now, possibly be .'■■-use we couldn't feel the sane affection for 
than as we had for the now discredited George. Mourning the dear departed, we finish
ed the journey to the Bonnington in sober silence^ then on to the White dorse where 
our spirits were lifted by the warmth of the London Circle welcome.

The Convention next morning was due to start at 11am, and we took care and a taxi to 
arrive shortly afterwards so that in the event of its actually starting on time we 
should be on hand to carry out those who had fainted fran the shock. But all was well
---- at ll.JO Son Buckmaster was still asking everyone if thqy had seen lire microphone. 
Evidently someone, probably a Northerner, had tdccn the mi kA out of the Convention 
already. Someone suggested he should call for its return over the PA system, -.hile 
the Committee were mulling over this we all milled around to the strain of Stan Kent-
on records.

CD

n>At 11.43 precisely Chairman Fred Brown apologised for the delay. He offered no ex
planation, and noDody expected one. He also announced the last minute cancellation of_T 
the shoving of 'Destination Moon', due to the London County Council's unexpected ob
jection to the showing of inflammable 35'nm film in unlicensed theatres. IZ.il—I., 
Government had sneaked through the Cinematograph Act of 1909* without informing the 
Convention Committee.

Evidently theo
c

he also read a postcard from Peter Hamilton regretting that he mignt not be able 
to be present. Since Peter was actually standing just under the Chairman's nose, it 
looked as if he had delivered the postcard himself to save postage. Fred also ann- a 
ounced the cancellation of the Junior Fanatics play, adding rather tactlessly that l0, 
something better would be substituted.

This, incidentally, was the first Convention I've been at where there was a specials 
item listed in the official programme as "announcements of unavoidable changes", A 
wise precaution, and one which I hope portends a new era of more reali«tir. programme 
booklets. Perhaps we shall one day have a really accurate printed programme schedul--" 
ing such normal features of the average Convention as 'unavoidable delay', 'breakdown71 
of Pa system', 'confusion', 'collapse of Chairman', 'utter chaos’ and 'Committee » 
blind drunk'.

After all this excitanait we adjourned for a nice restful lunch interval, during 
which we watched Janes and Chuck trying to trap one another in a wildly revolving |
door, James and Chuck haring a running gunfight with waterpistols in Sputhhampton -o
Row, and a film company shooting a clime melodrama in a side street. James and Chuck ~ 
were much the best, we thought. Then back to the Bonnington for the introduction of 
notables. The London Chairman v/as much gentler than Korshak, Bea and I agreed;; all he 
threatened to do vras 'run over us quickly', and he hadn't even gpt a bicycle on his 
nose to do it with. There was warm applause for Bea, and also for Chuck Harris at
tending his. first convention.

William F,Temple then led off the pro authors panel. He began by saying he was sup
posed to speak acout the. future of science fiction, but he nor er read the stuff him
self and ne didn't believe it had any future whatsoever. Instead he would talk about 
the friends he had made threu^n sf. He had a list here of 23 of them, 20 crossed out 
and tne remainder trying to live down the film of 'The Ibursided Triangle. ' One of 

on was Honest John Carnell, the man vho had made more undeclared money out of sf 
than anyone since H.G. Jells. we shouldn't hold NEW WORLDS against Ted---- he tock the
job as a mistake, being under the impression that it was paid. Ted had come a long C 
way since^ then and he, Temple, hoped .he was going a long way. The second was G.Ken 
Chapman, fantasy was still Ken's first love, apart from beer, his favourite story

*9 Edw.7<, Cap. JQ



being Algernon Blackwood's 'Ihe Tree That The Dogs Loved.5 deferring ’bo hen's appea
rance, ne said he was very much of a middle-man, having beaten most of his contemp
oraries to the paunch. He always thought of Ken when he heard Cabal in '©lags To” 
°me’,ar ,an spectacle of waist.' finally there was Arthur C. Clarke, 

e , ikn ^03e name stood of course for 'corn1, the same corn we had stood for so 
long* Arthur was one of those people who know everything, including the fact that

ey know everything; though ev en Arthur had his moments of self doubt and could be 
sometimes heard saying to himself "I vender if I'm really as goou as I Imo 
Of course we all knew his books "Ihe Exploitation of Space', 'The Man .ho Sold iiif 
i on and so on. He.had recently found some excuse to go to America again and was 
now underwater fishing in Florida, engaged in submersive activities. After his exp- ' 
enaico of editors and agents he should be quite capable of dealing with sharks. In : 
tacx lanple was sorry for the sharks.
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oihe main defect of Temple as a Convention speaker, in fact come to think of it the 
only defect, is that he doesn't like speaking (extraordinary in one who does it so 
well; and insists on being put on early, with the result that everything else is 
something of an anticlimax. However Tubb kept the standard high, cynically advancing ( 
tne -Lxeory that the reason for the bookshops being loaded with sf was that nobody 'r 
would buy Che stuff, and disposing competently of an inane interruption about flying 
saucers from a character called Burgess, who resembles nothing so much as Hal Strap-

3 conception of Ken BeAle. (Other parallels which occurred to Bea and me were 
^plosHtobert Bloch, Peter Phillips=G03nith, and Have Cohen=Henry Burwell. Am- 

enca doesn't seem to have any equivalent to Norman Wansborough.)
8

Otiier pros who spoke were John Brunner ("I predict a rosy future for sf—I have 
some more stories in my drawer'), Vince Clarke ("as half author of two books"), 
xoud "No time to read sf), and Frank Edward Arnold ("Haven't read anym-ijng nei 
12 J ears ). apparently nobody in the London Circle reads anything but their own 
s ori®3* Carnell then invited questions and inevitably Spillane was brought up, as 
indeed he must be by anyone with a sensitive stomach. Frank Mine took his opnort- 
umty and rose up from the body of the Hail to flog a copy of SEX AND SADISifto Car- 
mell, who had. been talking about it for ten minutes without having read it. Some
one in the audience who had heard of semantics asked for a clear definition of 1 bad1 
-•—a subject which mi^it have kept everyone talking until well into the Superaancon 
had not George nay got up and disclosed that different people had different ideas 
as to vha'c good and bad were. Youd said It Wasn't; As Simple As That. It was a diff- 
15ul1b he lalew ™at i-t was v±Len he saw Helen winnick said coyly -chat

0. S.
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she harm t read the Spillane story in question because none of her men friends wouhli B
leru it to her. nn unidentified voice from the audience, who sounded like Havelock 
Ellis, said -chat all forms of literature were substitute activities for sex. How
ever science fiction being more onstructive was, he stated astonishingly, more 
+(“+ ..t0 331 orgasm. Goaded by the Mystery Voice, Youd said sarcastically
that ii must get a different thrill out of sf than he did, and for no apparent rea
son, tnen went recklessly on record with the opinion that Bester's 'The Demolished 
Man was ''just Spillane on a lower level". Fred Brown said he thought the Spillane 
s ory in EklTASTIC was 'jolly good' and he'd pay 35/ for it any day, adding’equally 
gratuitousiy that he wouldn't give tuppence for a Youd story. Someone in -ihe lid- 
ler(ce > om we only knew as Sidgwick and Jackson then said something inaudible in a 
rerined accent and Carnell asked him to speak up. Sidgwick and Jackson, in a near 
shout, then announced that their sex life was satisfactory (I almost left the Con- 

dal1 t0 Send. a cable^ram to Francis Towner Laney) and resented the charge 
a,. s was, a substitute activity. George Hay, obviously determined to go one bett

er han anyoody, declared that sex itself was a substitute activity. So, he added 
sweepingly, was science. Proceeding into even higher realms of thou^it he said pro
foundly that it was a matter of opinion what was essential and what was not essent-
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lai. The human being selects his effective field. He wondered if he had made his 
point clear.

in-, Obviously perturbed lest the Convention spend the next few days worrying itself in-. 
b° a nervous breakdown over what sex could be a. substitute for, Carnell hastily clos-

made a belated introduction of another visitor from .America, a
„ 3 ^--liebacls. of Seattle, Wash. (In fairness to Mr Hay, -though, I think I should 

t'y -ln my opinj-on he waa actually working towards a very sound theoxy first pro-.
£$£* Beep linker, nene of ..ten in last yejz'e o^zepS J afJK

of Of sublimating his fan instincts vd.1h a woman.) Mrs Solliebaak from Seatt- 
How^vZr revealed, a member of NJF. Suitably impressed, we applauded waxmly.
However! am sorxy to say that Mrs Sollieback seems to have detected * 
ortt thS "+? f2r “ a letter Publidlea since in GKCarr’s GEMTONES she rep
orts uhat the 1.5F is not popular- among the fans here." Presumably we should have " 
bowed our neads and stood in silent tribute to the noble organisation, fixing the 
■british representative over its grave.

note of insin-

CD
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annul 1 taen made the first public mention of the Fund that had been started by an 
■American fan group to bring a certain English fan to the Philcon. 'The fan in question 
had been unable to gj after all and Don Ford and the Cincinnati group had generously 
tnxovn the offer open to any other British fan we chose vho could ri si: having to nay 
mou.jDx the cost himself. Carnell didn't disclose the English fan's nane but I see 
no harm in saying it was Noxman Ashfield, who hasn't been active in fandom for quite 
a -v.xiie but who has evidently kept up his correspondence vith his friend Don Ibrd. 
(loi' more about the Fund please see inside bacover.)

After this came the play by the Junior Fanatics, the Committee evidently having 
been unabxe to get something better after all. The production suffered somewhat from 
under rehearsal, the hero living in Lancaster and the heroine in Bournemouth and

J1er having vexy strong voices, and it rather lacked the polish and brilliance we 
all come to associate with Seventh Fandom. 'There were also some elicit diffic- 1 

ulbies at first due to them having forgotten their own lines,but with a fine spirit <
S°°n ovefGame Ulis by reading each other's., The heroine was a , 

ne.v fan called Shirley Marriott vdio looks like a brunette BKE of Lee Hoffnan. She 
as e same first name too, but I'm .afraid I never found how much further the res- - 

5"-bl^Ge wenti 1:11030 younger fans keep vexy much together and don't mix with us old ! 
ilctS’"-C*L. J. S o
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Dave Cohen followed with an address on what was wrong with the London Circle and 
bX°A hCQTTlnS HaTris London Circle badge to a

eyT* iimsaea. One of Cohen's accusations was that the Londoners didn'i 
6 ■Jas^Manco1n in 1113 speooh of rebuttal Brown promptly nut his foot in

"P ho ^neck by saying he didn't know aloout the Manoon. Since the last 
f■•. 10X1 Jh^hually knee-deep in Manoon propaganda, this was an un
fortunate defence. Bentcliffe asked with deceptive politeness whether Brown hadn't 
that Brov'VULled ?e in m top of by hoo craftily,
tlv t/+un+ULt° tae '';hite Horse wcil during that period. Bentcliffe natien
by.P2 *?d out tbat the notices in question had been in the Convention Hall and

fakers there had publicly asked for support and been given to under- 
If2 neyjrould get it. Angry murourings from Northerners in the audience confimed

? P°^-b Be.r\CamPbe11 C£rae in snd poured oil on the burning waters. He 
moroiS d?o?r Oeing lat®5 h® 3^id disarmingly, but he had been up until four in the I 
hXSt ™ 3°me visitors from t110 United States. The Northerners, '

.. 3 oonidn - expect celebrities to come to their Convention ("Well, I'm a
&rthS end^d h-?" i^eSf made at attractive and publicised it properly. He 
publicised thef-r 1Elsel^.t° Northern fandom by pointing out how well the Londoners । 
fCHt3®d<~ — inventions. (I remembered the time Alan Hunter wrote to me in Bel-.
f..st fiur nays before the '52 Con to ask did I know mether it was still on and did M

P



I know where it was.) You couldn’t go wrong, said Campbell blithely, if you followed , 
the London Circle. Thqy didn’t just stick somethin# an the wall in the hops someone 
would notice it. Fred Brown nibbed salt into the wounds by saying that the London ; 
Circle didn't have to pay anything at all for their publicity. (One wondered vhe'ther t 
this meant the Mancon Committee could also expect free advertising in NEV WORLDS, 
SCIENCE FANTASY and AUTHENTIC.) As illustrations of their ingenuity he instanced the < I 
fact that they wrote to Ea^e Comics (apparently without result) and designed a post
er for a showing of WAR OF THE WORLDS (which was not accepted). One felt his ezampbs 3 
could have bear better chosen. >--<

During the tea interval which followed copies were handed out of the Harris/Slater 
'Looniecon' oneshot, a supremely fannish production. I seal to have spent -the rest w 
of the Convention explaining regretfully that I had nothing whatsoever to de with it 3 
and that it came as a complete surprise to me. ' ‘ 2
1 _______________ ________________ (TO BE CONTINUED, PROBABLY)__________________ 1___ __ J________

"The trouble with Howard Browne is that he just doesn't like science fiction.” _

SCIENCE FANTASY NEWS will cease publication with trie coming issue. In c+ NEWS its place Vin^ Clarke will take over responsibility for part of HYPHEN. j£ 
The RHODOMAGNETIC DIGEST has suspended, publication.

Fred L.Smith of 61J Gt.Western Rd., Glasgow .■,■2 announces a new printed fanmag to be c+ 
called HAEMOGLOBIN (.presumably from the Scots song "Roamin' haemoglobin, on Mie bon- 
me banks o' Clyde"). They propose to pay for material at the rate of £1 per thous- c* 
and words. I thougjit Smith wasn't a Scottish name.

One of the projected items on the Supermoncon program is that Bert Campbell should O' 
be put on trial for his 'bloody provincials' remark and other cepital charges. Bert - 
is said to have agreed. Ted Tubb will defend. Eric Bentcliffe has resigned from the “ 
Supermancon Committee. Dave Cohen is the new Secretary. Harry Turner (9 ..illow Bank, ° 
Church Lane, luoston, Manchester 9) 'is o/c publicity. 3

Colin Michael Parsons, JI Benwood Court, Sutton, Surrey, announces a new multilith $ 
fanmag called (provisionally) AMAZINE. Photolith cover "not unlike the non-colour 
pictures by Bonestell in 'Conquest of Space." Uh-huh.

THE QpATERMASS EXPERIMENT, the BBC's outstanding tv sf serial, is to be rebroad
cast seme time this Winter as a complete play.

BARI is folding. Pete Taylor vail publish a London Circle fanmag.
Two more nominations have been received since the article opposite was written- 

bo ri for Ken Slater. Financial report on the Fund, next issue.
Bob Shaw has made his first sale, to NEBULA.
Lee Hoffman is producing a Third Anniversary Issue of QUINDRY.
Rogers has had a cover rejected by John w.Campbell.
Sam Merwin is the new Assistant Editor of GALAXY.
FLASH; Denness Morton is not a 70year old spinster.
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In response to humorous requests Oblique House 
innovation for their winter publishing schedule. 
FICTION ISSUE of 'Hyphen') Every article in this 
to science fiction) Among the features will be a

Publications announce a startling 
'Watch out for the special SCIENCE CO

- - - - . , , , o•
revolutionary issue wd.ll be devoted Qi 
scholarly review of the October ASF' .J: 
THE DECLINE OF ASTOUNDING. A single:. I 

entence from this monograph will suffice to show its high standard of literary cri
by noted.bilbliophile Charles R. Harris entitled

icism.. .“James White! unspeakable foulness festering on the fringes of fandom!
Also scheduled for publication this winter are Rich Elsberry'

Bea Mahaffey's impressions of English fandom, and 
Al'OR.

s Philcon report and
THE ENCHANTED DUPLIC- 8-!

of HYPHEN and SLANT. are out of print.
AcEhoviledgementsT&fTEe name rBeaconr~are" due fd^elby^TST-'



Numbei ktober 
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ISSUED AS A SUPPLEMENT TO 
HYPHEN H oY aALT WILL IS, 
170 uPPES NEWTOWNARDS RD.
8ELF AST NO RT HERN IRELAND*

LOST. ADD. SAN LEFT 
(Extracted from 
Sbrrest J. A&- 
erman' s column 
in 'Shangri- L1

1945)

tt, gravitated, to her

She stood oqt ifjbm all the other 
passengers or+ the street car. loung 
blonde and peautiful. Brest in a 
neatly tailored businessuit. Self : 
possest, an aura of---all I can call 
it is 
Soft, 
able. 

She was

’ authenticity' — about her. 
and yet somehow unapnroadh- 
One’s eyes automatically

about the jacket struck me
reading a bool 
as fapiliar. .

Something 
at could it

be? Something I'd been reading myself, recently, I thought. "The Great To —could
it be? I tried to get a better 
salmon steam at spawning time, 
optics. At the top of one page 
other, XXXXXXX XXXXXXXX...?

look. It was difficult. 'The car was crowded like a
felt like Minos of Sardines. I strained my myopic 
could make out XXX XXXXX XXX. At the top of the o (><

I
I

Carefully I counted. 12J 12J45 12J. Yes. And-— •"DESPAIR DEFERRED, It must be!
Circumstantial evidence, but a title with J periods and a question maxi: in it

I tried to sidle near her. I was burdened by ny army greatcoat and 
And, in any case, was blocked by a wall of human flesh. I was within 
of where I had to transfer, and was racing with a deadline to catch

As luck would have it, when I was within about six blocks of where

p>
case.

about 10 block so

I had to hop
Moff, the individual sitting next to Her got up and I was able to squeeze in beside 

her. And then....
ihe Hains Came! A veritable torrent of verbiage. A Second Deluge. Eave you ever 

tried to tell a stranger the story of stf and fandom in 2 minutes?
"Pardon me," I burst in on her reading, "But are you reading that just by happen

stance or because you're really interested in it?"
"uhy----- I'm interested in it," regaroing me askance.
"Well, say, you'll pardon me if this all seems peculiar, and I'm incoherent, but I 

have to hop off in just a minute to catch a train, and what I wanted to tell you, | 
say---- do you read WEIRD TALES by any chance?"

"Oh, yes."

co

o
"Yes? Well, you know the .EIRD 'TALES Club—that list in the back of the mag? Well,

we have a club—here in town—guys and gals 
and like to talk about then. „ .have our own 
club room...the original illustrations of 
lots of the stories.. .you know Ray Brad- 
bury?—he lives nearby" ---- car stop— "I
have that book you're reacting in my own 
library, which is why I happened to notice 
it. Our club has WEIRD TALES back ten years 
or more, and other fantasy mags like do you 
know UNKNO® that's been discontinued now" 
—Just a couple more blocks to go; make__it

~ Says look, here's a little mag 
that might interest you—it has reviews of 
all kinds of books like the one you're 
reading now; in fact I think that book is 
reviewed-—and this is my none, here on the 
envelope" —jhal_fj_risirg-— "I'm going to be 
out of town a couple days, but if you're at 
all interested please get in touch with me 
when I get oack—we'd be glad to have you 
attend a meeting as a guest. Goodbye!"

like you and me who read "these stories

4 a

O

O i

"'lliank you. for the magazine," she acknowledged.



But she must have thought ’that 
ered.

quite the craziest sergeant she ever cnoount-

•"I'it. no trore Siamese 
than ,vou are,"

"YNG7I IS A LOUSE! "'TV ceCagg,.
THE SAD SAGA OF SHAE^GBI-L'AFi'AIRES {fuc^r is complaining about

(from BLOOMINGTON NEwSLEi'lER No
6s Philcon Edn. Sept,, 1947 )

the non-arrival of his copies) 
of Burbee's famag. •)•
„..., A few months ago I got ; 

tired of this careless publishing systen and- issued an ultimatums) - 
either Burbee get each copy to me promptly as it was published, 
or I'd be forced to send a cash subscription. p

(n.rotsier) His thoughtful letter of apology follows.
‘Are you trying to tell me you didn't get a copy of Shangri-etc 36? I sent you one z, 
along wiih the rest of than. What the hell. ((Note the lapse into profanity 'to cover 
his canflision.)) No other beefs have come my way. ((Note the reference to ’the meat j,_. 
shortage to confuse the issue.)) Is there a hex on Box 260, Bloomington, Ill? Is it H 
haunted? Is it a section of subspace in which things placed vanish for once and all?)ri 

lc+Is it the deminion of a sluglike bang from Saturn who lives on carboniferous matt
er? 'There is a mystery about Box 260, Bloomington, Ill, Ihere is a definite out-of- 
this-worldness about Box 260, I might go so far as to say Box 260 is extractor re st- 
rially inclined, if not actually extra-terrestrial. It has other-world habits. Or, 
to put it briefly, it is the damnedest Box I have ever heard of.

1 can say this with perfect equanimity, thou^i my eyes have nsrer rested on Box 
260 L ((Note his implied sorrow,))

This is the damndest thing I have ever heard of •that stupid fanzine ((note
§•
CD

how he slurs his product in an effort to reduce my sense of loss)) has been out a 
month or more. And no copy has reached you. This is incredible. It seems odd to me o
that you have not discovered the mystery of Box 260 by this time. He. it held forev-<F
er to its bosom other works of fannish nature? Had it withheld from you. checks from 

l^terorising publishers for your fytffyjtyL pristine writings? .by, then, must 
it prey ori/ianrines? ((Note contradiction of quality in an effort to raise fanzine

Q

§
in equal value to checks,))

Oh well. I am sending you, this very minute, acond copy of ’that excell-Er
ent fanzine. Please allow a fortnight to pass. If it hasn't arrived I'll send you 
another, .and another, and another, and another. I will teach my children that each 
and every two weeks a copy of Shangri-L'Affaires No.j6 must be sent to Bob Tucker, 
Box 260, Bloomington, Ill. We'll make a fetish of it. More, a whole new mythology 
will spring up around this." ,1  Burbee

£

lowly and painfully he leaped to his feet," _ 'Wild fair'll:
...............................tr

A LETTER FROM RAY NELSON 
(from SPAOEridlPJY)

while back I thought the

"■-hat the hell is this all about anyhow? Doesn’t anybody fc- 
know why we are floating down this river of piss in a bluir 
enameled bedpan? I just woke up myself to the situation.!^

river was soda pop and we were riding in
but there's a certain air about this whole thing that gave it all ■ 

Look! 'There's someone swimming towards us. No. My mistake. It's 
only barren Baldwin. His faith in Ghod will keep him afloat. tiars- 
ren, would you care to say a few words for the radio audience?

"Yes. As I stand,.I mean float, .here, and look out over this ma

the Quean Mary, 
away.

jestic river flowing onward to eternity, my frith grows still grea
ter than it was.There jnust be some vast meaning to it all, some 
great human destiny. This river must have started somevhere. ‘There 
must have been, in some distant past, a creator of all this. That 
creator was none other than Gho.,.gasp..gag. .gurgle, .blub. .blub.."

Thank-you-and-goodnight-Warren Baldwin." —Ray Nelson

7

'•vid tiiut r.ous-3 
rut no your

leg?" .



THE TRANSATLANTIC FAN FUND
On 'the second day of the Goroncon I convened an informal Committee of all the cyaLlable 
leaders of British fandom to discuss the offer by Bon Ibid and the Cincinnati group to 
help a British fan attend the Fhilcon. The Committee consisted of myself, Ken. Slater, 
Vin/ Claike, Chude Hanis, James White, Fred Robinson, Fred Bro^m, and representatives 
of the Liverpool and Manchester groups. It was decided;—-

1. 'That there was not siou^i time to send a suitable representative to the Philcon.
2. That a peimanent Two-Way Transatlantic Fan FUnd be set up to help both British 

and ^meri.can fans to attend each other’s Conventions.
3. That the immediate objective be to'send a Britidi fan to the American Convention 

of 1954? as suggested by Ford and his group.
4. That the fan to gp should be nominated by British fandom.

Accordingly nominations from British fandom are hereby invited for a British fan to 
represent us at the San Francisco World Convention and westercon in early September, 
1954* dominations must be sent to me before the 15th October. They may be accompanied 
by a ’speech' of not more than 100 word's in support of the nomination. I rill find out 
which of the people nominated will be able to go and their nanes will be published in 
the next issue of HYPHEN, together with their proposers' ’campaign speeches'’, (if it 
does nothing else, all this will $.t least produce sane egoboo.) 'The voting will then 
take place.

'The following nominations have already been made.
Vin/ Clarke (by George Charters)
Derek Pickles (.by A. Claik) 
Ken Slater (by wait Willis) 
Tony Thorne (by Fred Robinson) .......... ••
James Vhite (by Chuck Harris

(Chuck Harris, Bob Shaw and myself have declined to be nominated.)The above, pxoposers 
aro asked to let me have their 'campaign speeches'. ‘The nominees are asked to let me 
know whether they are .vailable to g>. They should remsnber that the trip will take at 
least J'weeks by the slowest (and cheapest) means of transportation, and that they may 
have to meet part of the cost themselves.

I was delegated the job of arranging the voting procedure but I'd like to get at 
least ’the tacit consent of Britidi fandom to what I propose. So I'm publishing my sug
gestions now in time for you to register any objections you might have. If none has 
been received by the 15th October I'll assume the following proposals are agreed to.

1. The ballot to be secret, but each fan must vote personally and sign his ballot 
paper. No proxy votes or block votes from clubs.

2. Each voter to be allowed a first and second choice. It’s possible that the person 
chosen may prove unable to gp after all and ibis will make it easier to decide on who 
the second choice of fandom is.

3. There should be qualifications for voters, to prevent such an eventuality as, say, 
the entire population of Trowbridge, Lilts, voting for Noiman Wansborougri* 'They must, be 
(a) active already in fandom to the extent of having subscribed or contributed to at 
least one fanzine or joined a fan club or organisations and (b) show their interest in 
the project by making a certain minimum contribution to the Fund. Say 2/6?

4. It's my own opinion that American fans should be allowed a voice in choosing am
ong the candidates nominated by British, fandom, because the whole success or failure of 
the project is likely to depend on whether they want to meet the fan that’s going. The 
Americans have left it up to us to select our representative any way we like but I tiink 
it would be good sense as well as good manners to let than vote too, on the same terns 
as British fans. The qualifying contribution in their c as e might be 50/.» Comnents?,____
Bacover quotes filched from writings and conversation of Elsberiy, Willis, Shaw, Claike 
(Vin/), Campbell (Bert), Mahaffey, Harris, Taylor, Enever,Ryan, Bloch, Brown, Bulmer, 
Ford, White, Roles, and others.



■ I INTEND TO PHY-IMO' THE SOULS OL THESE PARS.. .YOU W BENTCLIPFS HAS 2ESIC3ED ALREADY? 
...THAT'S THE ONE I SHOT THE SPIDER WITH. ..I DIDN'T KNOW THAT DIGNIFIED’ feSTRAINT ’ wks 
YOUR RACKET... DO YOU THINK NORMAN \*ANSBOROUGH IS STAR HEG0T1W?-..BLOODY PROVINCIALS... 
ACID IN THE EYES...VINCE CLARKE IS A DOLL...WHAT'S DUNCOMBE CANNOT HE UOB;COMBE.. .I'M A 
SENSITIVE LITTLE PWWER... GENTLEMEN, THE QJEEN! VICTORIA, ON COURSE... I HAD A P0CT3ARCD 
EROil SHOD BUS MORNING...IF SHE HAS HER FACE LIFTED ONCE MORE SHE'LL HAVE A MOST PECUL
IAR DIMPLE ON HER CHIN...VHY, THE UNIVERSE VAS CREATED POR EGOBOO...IF VZE DON’T HAVE A 
HIM SHOW HO?' WILL V,E HE ABLE TO CANCEL IT?...WALT SLUNG PUPPIES AT ME...HE ■.’.HITES LIKE 
A LITERATE ALAN HUNTER...WHO LET BURGESS IN?...DON'T BE AFRAID, QUATERMASS, YOU ARE AM
ONG FRONDS. ..I POUND OUT WHAT WAS ZRONG VUE. MEa—I HADN'T BEEN GETTING ENOUGH ICED LO
LLIPOPS. .. WHEN FANZINES WERE FYNZIl3‘\j’’’’u^^ THEM PUR (XJNTROVERSY OF THE
MOST INTELLECTUAL AND STIMULATING HAVE FRIENDS READY 10 RUSH IN &
SAVE ME FROM MYSELF.. .HIS LAST C0£vIMUNi^“’^?i<6BSCH® POCTSaRCD FROM IL^RACCMBE.. .WE 
HAVE DECIDED TO GET OURSEIVES DISCOVERED...WHAT DID WE DO WITH OUT SPARE TIME HEPORE 
EANDCM?...IT HAS SET NE?/ STANDARDS AT WHICH TO AIM; A VERITABLE GOLDEN CUSPIDOR OF A 
CONVENTION... PICKLES AND YORKSHIRE RELICS. ..THE LONDON CIRCLE IS A TIGHT CIRCLE... AH 
WHAT LACK OF GENIUS I HAD THEN.. .AND HE BLEW HIS OWN TRUMPET AS HE CROSSED OVER TO THE 
OTHER SIDE. ..HE HIT THE NAIL UNERRINGLY ON THE THUMB. ..WHEN WE GOT MARRIED SEIS WANTED 
TO PRODUCE A FTOfZINE.. .THAT BEARD IS THE MOST FANTASTIC THING IN SCIENCE FECTION...THE 
SOLE OF DISCRETION...! JUST PUT THAI' IN TO CONEUSE PEOPLE.. .THERE'S SOUTHING ^JEER A&- 
OUT HEM—-HE NEVER SAYS ANYTHING WE DO IS MARVELLOUS.... FANDOM IS LIKE ENTERING A MONAS
TERY.. .LAST ONE OUT'S A NEO FAN’. ..FOO TO TURNER, ANYWAY...WE THINK YOU H.‘VE I-;AD A 
PSYCHIC LESION.. .OUR GREASEPIT WASN'T DUG RIGHT...ON TOP OF THIS I WAS DISSITISPIED 
WITH MY FAN STATUS... REMEMBER, PEOPLE SIVEERED AT HUBBARD AT FIRST... I WE FAT.T.W IN 
LOVE WITH SCRAPER BOARD AND LIGHTNING STRUCK WITHIN 25 PEET OF ME 'THIS APTERNOON. .1 
SUPPOSE THE GUEST OF HONOUR WILL HE VARGO STATTEN.. .IT’S A LONG L.E’EY TtCT HAS No’hJR- 

OVERINK IS HUMAN; TO SLIPSHELT IS DIVINE...IS SOiTOBODY IGMORLTO ME?... ,HOOG! !

p ।NTE 3 M ATTE


